
Summer Reading Assignments

General English 9

Module 3

Summer Reading Novels:

● My Sister’s Keeper by Jodi Picoult

Assignment #1

1. Read My Sister’s Keeper sections: Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday (pages 1 - 138).

a. As you read, pay attention to the different perspectives (or points of view) in each

chapter.

2. Complete the chart focusing on conflict.

a. Conflict: a literary device characterized by a struggle between two opposing forces.

Conflict provides crucial tension in any story and is used to drive the plot forward.

It is often used to reveal a deeper meaning in a narrative while highlighting

characters’ motivations, values, and weaknesses. There are two (2) basic types of

conflict.

i. Internal Conflict⇒ the character struggles to determine the “right” choice

or faces a physical/mental struggle.

ii. External Conflict⇒ the character comes up against an outside force such

as: another character, nature, technology, society, or the supernatural

Example
Character

Name:

General

Description of

Character:

Character’s

Conflict:

Text Evidence: Reader’s Response:

Anna The main

character - she is

a 13 year old girl

who is seeking to

emancipate

herself from her

parents in order

to make medical

decisions.

Anna vs Sara

Anna does not

want to

donate her

kidney to her

sister but her

mother wants

her to “save”

her sister.

“They sat me down

and told me all the

usual stuff, of course

- but they also

explained that they

chose little embryonic

me, specifically,

because I could save

my sister, Kate. pg. 8

Anna is a likeable

character and I instantly

felt sympathy for her.

Saving her sister is a LOT

of pressure! I want to see

Anna win the right to make

her own choices and be

seen as separate from her

sister.



Directions:  Now it’s your turn!  Complete the chart in order to focus on

characters’ conflicts.

Character

Name:

General Description of

Character:

1. Explain who the

character is.

2. What is the

character’s

relationship to

Anna and Kate?

Character’s Conflict:

Describe the

character’s central

conflict. In other

words, what does the

character want but not

able to control?

Text Evidence: Locate at

least one piece of text

evidence to justify your

response in column 3

(character’s conflict).

Include the page number

for the text evidence.

Reader’s Response:

What do you think

about this

character? Is he/she

likeable? What do

you hope happens

to/with this

character? Make

sure to explain why

you feel this way.

Anna

Campbell

Sara

Brian



Jesse

Julia

Assignment #2

1. Read My Sister’s Keeper sections: Thursday, Friday, and The Weekend (pages 139 - 283)

2. Write a constructed response based on the following prompt:

Why are flashbacks prominently used from Sara’s perspective? How does it deepen her

characterization?

A. Constructed Response guidelines:

a. Your response will be one paragraph (typed or handwritten)

b. Use two pieces of text evidence to support your response.

c. Your response must begin with a claim that answers the prompt.

d. Your response must include at least two pieces of text evidence to support

your analysis. Each piece of evidence should be presented by:

i. Introduce your text evidence by briefly paraphrasing context from

the story that will help the reader understand the quote.

ii. Quote direct textual evidence. **Make sure to include an in-text

citation**

1. Example: (Picoult page#) or (Picoult 275)

iii. Analyze the quote by explaining how the text evidence proves your

claim.

e. Your response must end with a sentence that concludes your supposition

(claim that you made concerning how the flashbacks affect Sara’s

characterization).



Example Constructed Response
Flashbacks are used from Sara’s perspective in order to develop the reader’s sympathy for

Sara. When introduced from Anna’s perspective, Sara is unlikeable and seems to favor Kate.

However, during Sara’s first flashback, the reader is introduced to a mother whose young child has

just been diagnosed with cancer. Sara recalls, “I wait for Dr. Wayne to assure me it’s only part of

the physician’s title...He doesn’t” (Picoult 30). This quote refers to when Sara is first told that Kate

will have to see an oncologist and she realizes her daughter may have cancer. This creates sympathy

for the reader because, even without having one’s own child, most people understand how upsetting

this would be for a mother of a young child. Later in the story, the reader’s sympathy for Sara

grows when she recounts one of Kate’s relapses. She remembers, “It starts when Kate screams in

the bathroom. I race upstairs and jimmy the lock to find my nine-year-old standing in front of a

toilet spattered with blood” (Picoult 224). These flashbacks allow the reader to better empathize

with a mother who helplessly watches her young child suffer. The typical parental role is to protect

one’s child and Sara is not able to do this. Despite how unlikeable Anna makes her mother appear in

previous chapters, the flashbacks allow the reader to gain a different perspective of Sara as Kate’s

mother which is a far more sympathetic version of the character.

Assignment #3

1. Read sections: Monday - Epilogue (pages 284 - 423)

a. **Depending on your copy of the book, there is a “Conversation with Jodi Picoult”

after the epilogue. This section provides insight into why the author chose to write

about the themes/topic/ethical questions found in the novel.**

2. These novels bring up many ethical questions. Complete the chart in order to further

analyze these ethical issues. Before you begin, let’s define what “ethical” means.

a. Ethics:(noun) moral principles that govern a person's behavior or the conducting of

an activity

b. Ethical:(adjective): relating to moral principles or the branch of knowledge dealing

with these

c. So what does this actually mean? Deciding whether or not a thing is ethical means

determining if you believe something is right or wrong.



Ethical

Question

How was this

resolved in the

novel?

What further

issues did that

resolution lead

to?

Do you agree

with this

resolution?

Why or why

not?

If you do not

agree, what

would you

change in the

novel?

Provide text

evidence to

justify your

response to the

previous column.

You must

include the page

number with

the quote.

Who should

make Anna’s

medical

decisions?

Anna is

medically

emancipated

with Mr.

Alexander as

her medical

power of

attorney until

she is 18 years

old.

Sara and Brian

are ordered to

let Anna’s

doctors know

about the

decision and

Anna will

ultimately

decide whether

or not to

donate her

kidney to Kate.

Yes, given

everything that

Anna went

through, she is

mature enough

to decide

whether or not

she continues

donating to her

sister. Despite

being a difficult

choice, Anna

decides what is

right for her.

“Only one

thing’s a

constant. “Ten

years from

now,” I say,”I’d

like to be Kate’s

sister.”” page

412

Ethical

Question

How was this

resolved in the

novel?

What further

issues did that

resolution lead

to?

Do you agree

with this

resolution?

Why or why

not?

If you do not

agree, what

would you

change in the

novel?

Provide text

evidence to

justify your

response to the

previous column.

You must

include the page

number with

the quote.

Sara and Brian

have a toddler

who has a

serious medical

condition.

There is a way

for them to



genetically

modify a future

child to ensure

the new child is

a genetic match

for their sick

child. Should

they use this

technology to

have another

child?

Anna is 13 years

old. Her older

sister Kate, who

is 16, is dying

and in need of a

kidney, which

Anna is capable

of donating.

Kate does not

want to go

through with

the surgery but

her mother,

Sara, wants her

to. Should the

parents be able

to make and

impose their

medical

decisions on

their children?


